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Tyres
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PUNCTURED TYRES
Do not drive the vehicle with a 
punctured tyre. Even if the punctured 
tyre has not deflated, it is unsafe to 
use, as the tyre may deflate suddenly 
at any time.

REPLACEMENT TYRES
Always fit replacement tyres of the 
same type, and wherever possible, of 
the same make and tread pattern.

The load and speed index ratings on 
all replacement tyres must be, at 
least, the same specification as the 
Original Equipment (OE) see . If in 
doubt consult your Land Rover 
Dealer/Authorised Repairer.

Do not rotate tyres around the vehicle.

If the use of tyres not recommended by 
Land Rover is unavoidable, ensure 
that you read, and fully comply with, 
the tyre manufacturer’s instructions.

When the tread has worn down to 
approximately 2 mm, wear indicators start to 
appear at the surface of the tread pattern. This 
produces a continuous band of rubber across 
the tread as a visual reminder.

Ideally, tyres should be replaced in sets of four. 
If this is not possible, replace the tyres in pairs 
(both front or both rear). When tyres are 
replaced, the wheels should always be 
re-balanced and alignment checked.

For the correct tyre specification and pressures 
see 174, TYRE PRESSURES

USING WINTER TYRES
In many countries legislation exists that 
requires the use of winter tyres during 
specified periods of the year.

M+S (mud and snow) tyres have a recognised 
level of winter performance and need not be 
replaced. TheM+S marking on the tyre sidewall 
indicates an 'all season' tyre designed for use 
all year round, including cold temperatures, 
snow and ice.

Note: Dedicated winter tyres often have a lower 
speed rating than the original equipment tyres, 
and the vehicle must therefore be driven within 
the speed limitation of the winter tyre.

The tyre pressures indicated on the tyre 
information label are for use in all conditions 
on the original equipment tyres. If a reduced 
speed rating tyre is fitted, the recommended 
pressures are only suitable for use below 160 
km/h (100 mph).

For optimum traction, tyres should be run in 
for at least 160 kilometres (100 miles) on dry 
roads prior to driving on snow or ice.

Note: *Studded tyres and are market 
dependant. Consult a Land Rover 
Dealer/Authorised Repairer. 

Use of dedicated winter tyres may require a 
change of wheel size, depending on original 
choice of wheel. All four wheels must be 
changed.

This symbol identifies dedicated 
winter tyres, which can be fitted if 
optimum winter traction is 
required, or the vehicle is to be 
used in more extreme winter 
conditions.

Land Rover approved winter tyre sizes

17 inch wheels 235/65 R17 

18 inch wheels 235/60 R18

19 inch wheels 235/55 R19
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